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We have news, folks! It is with my blessing and
encouragement that we are bidding Kelly a hearty
“happy trails,” as she sets out to complete North
Carolina’s 1,175-mile Mountains-to-Sea Trail. But, fear
not! Adept at editing on the move, she will be helping
me select the best of over twenty years of haibun for
my upcoming e-book entitled, “running from
yesterday”. In addition, she will be preparing for the
launch of Bacon Grease on the Trapdoor, a journal
of experimental and intuitive short-form poetry,
co-edited by the always witty Robert P. Moyer, and in
her own words, her “breathtakingly handsome”
husband.

Never fear though, Bryan will have me as his
majordomo, and I will be adding www.haikuhut.com
to the Failed Haiku stable where we will be hosting
short (15-20 minute) talks, with some of the best folks
in haiku on any subject they choose related to haikai.
Think of it as the TED Talks for Haiku and Senryu!

More news in the email blast next week!

Mike

http://www.haikuhut.com
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whisky
on the glass rim
her bitterness

gently she dances
in the front yard
blue butterfly

Tuyet Van Do



sea anemone—
in the sunken ship
flower garden

sweltering night—
the wordsmith boils down
de ja ku

Teiichi Suzuki



tourist trap
I shoo my sons
from the bongs

death wish
we buy oysters
from the back of a van

infinity
perhaps I really am
the center of the universe

Joshua St. Claire



almost empty
the fountain
that held my wishes

arguments on the porch
only the wisteria
bends

Adele Evershed



guided tour
an older man asks the location
of the next bench

shredding veggies
for the Jell-O mold—
things my parents never told me

a fly buzzing
in a beer bottle
light rain

Joseph P. Wechselberger



at sunset
making peace
with my dreams

C.X.Turner



cityscape
an old architect
shakes his head

Roberta Beach Jacobson



Winners

Fashion Friday on the television. Middle-aged women are modeling
the latest ensembles from racks at Winners, a cut-price fashion store.
My partner has a reputation with her lady-friends as having the
keenest eye for a bargain and being the classiest of dressers. Time for
the monthly shopping spree, as if her closets are not already
crammed to bursting.

Dropping her off with other devotees, I drive to the hardware and
thrift stores, knowing that time is not of the essence. An hour later, I
return to park the Jeep and walk through those doors. As they close
behind me, I am sure I hear the satisfied sigh
“Hummmmmmmyummmmmmm ah!” of their cousins in Hitchhiker’s
Guide to the Galaxy.

A perfect place to lose a wife, perhaps forever. Mirrors everywhere
for all the Alices in Winnerland. Diffused light and genteel shop-here
muzak except for the Xmas season of “Here Comes Santa,” repeatedly.
I’m grateful to sink into the sofa for tired husbands, well placed
beside the changing rooms and constant fashion runway.

She finds me, shopping cart abrim with garments and household
knickknacks. Always the token, “I’ll just put this one back. It may
come on sale later.”

Number 4’s light flashes and we’re unclipping plastic hangers,
scanning security clasps, and filling her portable shopping bags,
ready at hand in her unfathomable purse.

The credit card doesn’t melt this time. The affable assistant offers a
customers’ loyalty card, refused politely. He suggests filling out a
service questionnaire.



“On behalf of my wife or myself?”

“Both would be just fine!”

Mother’s Day. My dutiful son gives a Winners’ gift card!

sparrows squawk
behind white-on-navy siding
WINNERS

Bryan D. Cook



balalaika player
the old man's cap
stays empty

closing down—
in the shop window
mannequins undress

old beau
shredding the only photo
that's good of myself

Ingrid Baluchi



wine tasting
on a sunny day . . .
those drunken grapes

flattened violets
fragments of our wedding day . . .
what was is no more

distilled and
fermented over time . . .
my love for you

Bonnie J Scherer



sweltering heat
the temptation
to strip

and dance
on the pole

Christina Chin / M. R. Defibaugh
instagram.com/christina_zygby22
instagram.com/mrdefibaugh
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morning tea—
the newsboy flings the paper
at my face

Daipayan Nair



38th spring
learning to distinguish
moths from butterflies

rainy season
comes and goes—
unfulfilled promises

Allyson Whipple



what clouds are those
over the capitol
chickens come to roost

Bruce Jewett



glowing within
my dreamcatcher
a firefly

John J. Dunphy



gibbous moon;
my turn to lie

alone with you

Herb Tate



Incentive

We Oregonians are not allowed to pump our own gas, and there is a
shortage of minimum-wage fuel-dispensing technicians. At our local
station, a young lady waited on me while wearing a name tag that
said CHARLIE. “But my real name is Agnes,” she said. Her job
required name tags, but her cheap boss only had a few and used the
same ones over and over. “After you have been here a month, you get
your own personalized tag.” I return today after a week but do not see
her. I learn she had already left for a new job at Dairy Queen. Her
replacement is another unhappy-looking woman wearing the same
battered name tag that says CHARLIE. She tells me her actual name is
Sarabi.

quick stop
the taste
of corn dogs

Fanny Budan



chiropractic . . .
this old house
caving in

Ronald K. Craig



dreaming there's an app for that

new neighbors—
weeds that looked
so promising

googling
an old flame
night rain

Sondra J. Byrnes



ragged letters
too long in the box
snail mail

centrifugal force—
the cambered curves
of switchbacks

Rohan Buettel



when she deserves
more than a bouquet
sunflower field

accepting
what we will never be
unplanted seeds

Ravi Kiran



the fractured self
a ventriloquist's dummy
bites his tongue

a few coins
in a pair of worn jeans
money laundering

moonlight
in the dumpster
a broken love seat

a boy and a girl
under a single umbrella
not a cloud in the sky

Robert Witmer



pale moon . . .
someone still weeping
in the empty room

mindfulness training
the sunset
missed again

Deborah Karl-Brandt



city park
more nesting boxes than birds
in the trees

Pitt Büerken



yin and yang
woven from reeds . . .
our unsettled life

Ivan Gaćina



rice dumpling
origami with leaves
without paper

Chen Xiaoou



forgotten camera—
the scent of daffodils
owns me fully

Ctrl+Z
it’s often not that easy
to go back

Oscar Luparia
https://issuu.com/oscarluparia

https://issuu.com/oscarluparia


derelict lot
vibrant with dreams
of children

Jonathan English



devil-in-the-bush
I plant something suitable
for our divorce

the cat rescued from rubble
still crying
for the lives that she's lost

adult colouring book
Grandma tuts as she fills in
the swear words

Tracy Davidson
@tracydavidson27

https://twitter.com/tracydavidson27


centered text
breathing space between

left and right

Steve Bahr



rockets can’t read
their names
109 empty strollers

Caroline Giles Banks



all-night drive
breaking for the deer
that isn’t there

Marsh Muirhead



paying my taxes—
cherry blossoms
scattered by the wind

Ralph Culver



the person you didnt count on

in life there are people who just appear in your day to day seemingly
from nowhere. carl jung called it a circle of friends. people who keep
appearing on your periphery. pay attention to them. that person who
has coffee every morning in the same shop you do. introduce
yourself. those people keep appearing for a reason that neither of you
may be conscious of. there are no coincidences in the universe. if
there were the universe would have blown up a long time ago. large
systems live on consistent behavior. we all fit somewhere in the
dynamics of creation and destruction we are all a part of…

friends for life
the car crash
in slow motion

the light from a prism goes where it will

sometimes people ask me what my poems mean. often it is just one
poem. other times they believe that there must be an overarching
theme to my work. there is neither a single meaning to any of my
poems or to my work in general. everything i write is for me and for
others at the same time. when i look at it the poem contains all the
many versions of me and when a reader views it they see themselves
or someone they know or someone or thing they wish they knew. one
thing is for sure they dont see me. i keep that part of the poem strictly
private.

a comforting voice
the flickering candle
in my room

Michael Rehling



Lavana Kray



unable to say
what we mean
another emoji

Joanna Ashwell



last page of a notebook

the history
of my
signature

Chidambar Navalgund



at times in the mirror
the little girl
that i once was

Eva Joan



homecoming
a yellow ribbon
begins to unravel

evening news—
so many routes
to the apocalypse

cancer remission
grandma switches to planting
perennials

Jay Friedenberg



sculpting my body into a sanctum sanctorum

post postscript and nowhere close to being

~

. . . and nothing happens

sea glass
the fathomless eye
of freedom

Shloka Shankar



agonizing
over ice cream flavors
51st birthday

bomb shelter
behind a child's closed lids
all the pretty ponies

Anna Cates



making a splash
the frog prince dives
into the dating pool

Rick Jackofsky



birthday party
the only happy face
on the balloon

Chen-ou Liu
@ericcoliu

https://twitter.com/ericcoliu


zombie
apocalypse
I walk through
a park full of people
staring at their phones

sitting
in the drive-thru
I order
things that can’t fill
this emptiness

Bryan Rickert



I belong
everywhere and nowhere
Indian bride

after rape the victim on trial

lugging baggage every now and then I trip over God

Vandana Parashar
@vandana020175

https://mobile.twitter.com/vandana020175


ginger root tea
trying to make sense of the night

Anna Maria Domburg-Sancristoforo



broken record—
I cannot forget
her parting words

distant train whistle—
the journeys
I haven't taken

Ram Chandran



a dream is gone . . .
a flight of butterflies
then nothing more

Rosa Maria Di Salvatore



garden pond
my cat steps into
the Pleiades

Saturn’s rings
his vinyl collection
and need for space

Lori Kiefer



Vladislav Hristov



mountain lake
this fear of falling
into the stars

where light rain
blesses the soil
a child’s grave

John Hawkhead



Debbie Strange
@Debbie_Strange

https://twitter.com/debbie_strange?lang=en


bare soil
a white dove pecks
tank tracks

Marilyn Ward



Always Becoming

true essence
tender heart, generous spirit . . .
the soul is love

The human condition is love. I glimpsed this reality during the last ten
weeks of my sister’s earthly life. As Sis withdrew from material things
and threw off layers of life accumulated, there blossomed a spirit of
grace, gentleness, and generosity. She became love, wholly and
completely, and then … let go the final sigh. Sometimes, one is lucky
enough to witness such holiness. It is a gift, a veracity revealed, that is
unmistakable and life changing.

in the lifespan
of a magnolia blossom—
journey to heaven

Deborah Burke Henderson



dying gnats
i am forty approaching
forty-one

Orrin PréJean



low tide I re-forgive myself

zoom therapy
we discuss
my background

morning erection Lazarus comes out

Ken Slaughter



swear jar
the #*&%$+ pandemic
keeping it full

nude beach
barely enough
sunscreen

new in town—
only an owl
asks her name

Patricia Daharsh



abandoned outhouse
fluttering pages
of a Sears catalog

Wilda Morris
wildamorris.blogspot.com

http://wildamorris.blogspot.com/


after
throwing up

the moon
in the air

~

under the influence
I take my shadow
for a simpleton

Elmedin Kadric



last hurrah—
the honeybee
ejaculates

Seretta Martin



the dusty attic—
my first doll well-preserved
unlike me

Natalia Kuznetsova



rice drum
amma’s piggy bank
even now

white dress I am no longer me

gulping down mango memories whole

Akhila Mohan



beach afternoon . . .
her striped umbrella
impales a shadow

tooth fairy GPS
finding my grandson’s pillow
on Ku’ukama Street

Barrie Levine



spring rain—
the taste of him
still young

war zone—
still the freedom
of cherry blossoms

winter dusk
i return home
with the birds

Mona Bedi



yard sale
my old mood ring going cheap—
mixed emotions

obituary page
only the facts that bore you
to death

Greetings from Mongolia

It’s been decades since I’ve licked a stamp, that’s how old I am. The
last letter I sealed in an envelope was to my high school English
teacher. I was probably waxing poetic about my son’s college
graduation, throwing in a big word here and there to impress her. I
bought a postcard for her a few years ago, but she was dead before I
tracked down her new retirement home address. “We’re having alot
of fun,” I wrote. She hated the way I always wrote ‘a lot’ as one word,
and she wasn’t keen on ‘a lot’ at all. It’s a postcard of a Bactrian camel,
two humps. She would have made some crack about that, I’m sure.

memories poking the camel-dung fire

Bob Lucky



silhouettes I shun the specifics

broken home our blood flows thin

Tazeen Fatma



space debris . . .
giving the universe
that lived-in look

telling myself no
then giving in to the pull—
wineberries

gun control—
the latest measure
shot down

one door closes
another open—
staff restrooms

Laurie Greer



aging . . .
her tastes change
to wine and cheese

Christine Wenk-Harrison



inside
looking out
new variants
of chrysanthemums

petro c. k.
@petro_ck

https://twitter.com/petro_ck


sitting with a cold one
and a warm beer
blind date

finally
he makes himself useful
pushing up daisies

Charles Harmon



midnight
the murmur
of a drunk

nothing to do . . .
skipping a stone
across the pond

Manoj Sharma



a raven pecks
at its own shadow
gig economy

our family tree
more of a jungle
strangler vine

tangled fishing net
slowly unraveling
my dad’s past

shaking sand
from my beach towel
holiday romance

Louise Hopewell
https://louisehopewellwriter.wordpress.com/

https://louisehopewellwriter.wordpress.com/


bonfire . . .
this desire to
start anew

monsoon cleaning
discarding Instagram
for petrichor

morning glory shedding the old me

Shrehya Taneja



vertigo spiral
blending my shadow
with delusions

all over screens
my projected ascent

Hifsa Ashraf & Richard Thomas



lipstick candy
my version back then
to be a diva

Vidhi Ashar
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Duplicity

A fragrant summer’s evening in Cheshire . . .

The ambush was in a crowded pub.  The inquisition, at a long table in
the window.  Our inquisitors, three of my grown-up children.

Their aim was plain:  to drive a wedge between me and the woman at
my side.  The woman I’d left my wife for.

She was Irish, a poet, and we’d been together in a loving relationship
these past eleven months.

I’d actually left my wife well provided for.  And with her blessing.
She’d told me I deserved my chance of happiness and should seize it
whilst young enough.

So hostile, cruel and offensive was the inquisition though, we were
stunned.

Long moments passed.

Then, remembering we had legs, we got up and walked away.

my only
father’s day card
i leave it up

Paul Beech



flunking facial
recognition—
my smile

Curt Pawlisch



class going on
peeping through the window
school dropout

campfire
shadows reaching for
warmth

Chittaluri Satyanarayana



Night Out

The throbbing beat of the music has died. Last call has been bellowed
and the lights are turned on. The brooding ambience is gone. The
romance over as the patrons pile out. Nothing left to do, but walk my
sticky feet out into the night.

Standing at the bus stop, no way can I drive, a man approaches and
starts to chat me up. “How’z your night been? Want to party?” He
motions his head towards the seedy hotel. I look in the direction of
the bus.

liquid courage
all the bad choices
I never made

Reid Hepworth



corpse flower—
a tourist pulls down her mask
to sniff

old girlfriends—
their letters heavy
in the widow’s hands

Mark Forrester
http://buddha-rat.squarespace.com/

http://buddha-rat.squarespace.com/


a tail flip—
catching the fisherman's
attention

Susan Bonk Plumridge



Right Writing

A small, elderly woman totters toward me on the sidewalk. I stop
skating and step onto the grass to let her pass, but she stops and puts
her hand on my shoulder. In a wobbly voice, she says, “I know who
you are. I know your grandmother. I taught your uncle. He wasn’t a
good student, but I know that you are. I’ll be waiting for you at the
high school.”

Like it or not, four years later, she is indeed waiting for me in her
freshman honors English class. I excel in learning vocabulary words
and diagramming complex sentences, but I struggle with essay
writing. Every week, she gives us imaginative titles, such as A Crack in
the Wall and A Picnic on the Moon, along with instructions such as
“Use three complex sentences, two gerund phrases, and four of this
week’s vocabulary words.” I follow the grammatical instructions
exactly, but my content is contrived. On most of my essays, she writes
in her perfect penmanship, “You have no creative ability!” She likes
me. She admires my work ethic, but she persists in telling me what I
lack, and I take it to heart. I struggle with writing for years before I
finally find my voice. I think she would be relieved.

paper and pen
words flow
without scaffolds

Gayle Worthy



sequined veil
all the night stars
cover her face

last shake
of the sauce bottle
summer’s end

Cathryn Daley



refugee exodus
the waves bring a teddy bear
face down

a housefly
in the driving seat
start of vacay

free beach
so many birthday suits
need ironing

the weight
of mother's rosary
autumn deepens

Arvinder Kaur



always
the

tallest
white

crayon

longer without you summer solstice

bookmarked in the soul countless lives

the masks
come off first
gentlemen's club

shabu
i sink deeper into
my broth

Raghav Prashant Sundar



her life—
removing nettles,
nettle by nettle

lull in the storm . . .
sound of a
feather falling

nightmare scream . . .
Alexa asks if
I need any help

graffiti—
I peer at missing letters . . .
piss on y

Neera Kashyap



clasping maya

snowlit dusk
the mirror admires
my earrings

~

out of sequence the dance of renunciation

closed eyes
i become a sculpture
of rain

Richa Sharma



solfeggio class—
even cockroaches escape
from the classroom

Franjo Ordanić



Maxianne Berger



vinyl records spin
jump jivn’
on the living room rug

Joan C. Fingon



quiet morning
before the tree crew saws
bird songs

B.A. France
@b_a_france

https://twitter.com/b_a_france?lang=en


static cling
in my top sheet
her warm thong

city rain . . .
all the places
I’m not welcome

boxed wine
mother’s questions
about my divorce

Joshua Gage



Rerun

They walked down the beach, skirting the fishing village that full
moon night. They picked up eggs of the Olive Ridley turtles and placed
them in the hatcheries. It was a clear winter sky. The rise and fall of
the ocean, the gentle breeze, the distant stars and just being together
made them deliriously happy. Not to forget, working for a cause. The
fishermen loved him. He was the big brother who would drive up in
his scooter to warn them when a storm was brewing. He shared their
simple food and listened to their stories. She basked in all the
reflected warmth.

That special memory remained in a corner of her mind, even when
they drifted apart. She returned to the city a decade later.
Unsurprisingly, he had no social media presence. She managed to
reach out to a common friend. “Didn't you hear? It's been over five
years now,” he said.

She walked down the road leading to the beach and stopped by the
old house they had dreamt of buying.

from lighted windows
songs spill out
on long shadows

Geetha Ravichandran



Harbor Light

My great-grandmother arrives in 1906. My grandfather is five years
old. Color, heat, and light: the sun’s blaze, the haze on the river, the
blight of ochre where the green had been. From green to brown, the
water lifts and shifts with the wind: All around, the heat of hard
conversation, the glare of overridden memory. Soft vowels wilt in
sunlight. We take the next hot breath.

foreign port
magpies warble
the language of sunshine

Janine Lehane



not himself a trail of apples bitten into

where i used to cut screensaver clouds

the dust of you in my palm starlings

the rust on his chassis touching herself

before we knew it all salmon run

Aidan Castle



climate change chatter
no consolation
for the drowning

Christa Pandey



Poignant Melancholia

red velvet roses
dusty from forty-two years
in Mom’s crystal vase
~
Daddy’s U.S. flag
still flies daily over his
dead wife’s rose bushes
~
ramshackle houses
forgotten windmills still spin
in deserted yards
~
the sand castle melts
gradually as waves whoosh up
the child is gone now

Georgia Lee



crumpled up poem

picking up trash
around the office

unfinished to do list
I just need
to sign my name

Jackie Chou and Siggi Saradunn



kaleidoscope
farewell party

the many hues
at last he tells her

of love
his name

~

anthills
dusting

burrowing deep
the old books

my thoughts
again

Minal Sarosh



along with
the emperor’s new clothes
an ass hat

Curt Linderman
@curtlinderman



as if his life
depended on them . . .
a child gathers seashells

the last waltz
on the piano
two red ants

old age home
a leaf falls
into the silence

Neena Singh
@NeenaSingh7

https://twitter.com/neenasingh7


occurrence of words is my way to go skinless

~

just
to install words
she speaks

Vijay Prasad



somewhere in mysteries
the bookstore cat
licks her paw

snowy sunset
reading the daily paper
obituaries first

John Pappas



kite hands a tangle of life lines

for crying out loud if I only could

revolving door deciding to be born

Cynthia Anderson
www.cynthiaandersonpoet.com

http://www.cynthiaandersonpoet.com/


today's lines
crumpled into a ball and tucked
beneath kindling

students arrive
as a nuthatch drinks
from the stone basin

R. J. Swanson



vineyard tour
days trippers discuss
their portfolios

dusty souvenirs
places I wouldn’t forget . . .
forgotten

morning crows
the confusing riddles
of his fading mind

Adelaide B. Shaw
www.adelaide-whitepetals.blogspot.com

http://www.adelaide-whitepetals.blogspot.com/


losing my religion bald faced hornet

Marilyn Ashbaugh



old dog
Buddha-like
pissing on my shoe

Gil Jackofsky



first draft
of my apology
unwilling goat

Daya Bhat



ring at the door
I recognize the tobacco merchant
by his cough

Maya Daneva



petting the window until it purrs sunrise

apologies—
I left the moon on
and overslept

first date—
I plait the nightswept hair of the incubus
into a dream

Pippa Phillips
@pippaesque



just before dawn
morning glories
open for business

sea breeze
through an open window
singing me home

Sharon Martina



a laughing gull
cackles on the waves

children
run like chickens
soon they must learn to swim

Christina Chin / Michael Hough



a sandpiper
picking through
the sand

her pointed question

Taura Scott / Kath Abela Wilson



vegan kitchen
skinny spiders droop
in the corners

Barbara Strang



carrying me through my sleeplessness a nightingale's song

Eva Limbach
http://evamaria-limbach2.blogspot.de/

http://evamaria-limbach2.blogspot.de/


family tree roots tangled into unknowns

Spicing

Wuhan, a river city called Furnace where baniangyangdi can spring
off the tongue of a local. You see, three young men toss the b-phrase in
their chat and laugh heartily by the mouth of the alley. Like a chef
who needs to concoct his food, some locals go easy on coarse words to
fire up their chat.

heat wave
a green fly buzzing
against the pane

John Zheng



land acquisition

plans for a new
casino in the city

I’m betting—
future plans delayed
by nesting rare birds

Christina Chin/Matthew Defibaugh /Linda Ludwig



manic episode
a walk with his dog leads
to the bridge

Bruce H. Feingold
haikubruce.com

http://haikubruce.com/


down the slide
in her princess dress
qué será, será

Susan Farner



night
echoes from the basketball
court

Lev Hart



Linda Papanicolaou



meeting years after
the kintsugi
that didn't work

chipped pink roses
all those afternoons
reading tea leaves

Sangita Kalarickal



supermoon
a woman takes off
her wig

Carmela Marino



paper kite
one finger on the string
mid-career

Jamie Wimberly



as dad deals
we discretely count the cards—
nursing home games

Lee Strong, OFS



packing up the drum set home office

Tim Cremin



encroaching on
the silence among us
mother's sniffles

corner boys
still waiting for nothing
in particular

Mike Gallagher



A Blissful Day

meadow breeze
mom sings to me
her childhood song

making a bouquet
with fallen blossoms

hand in hand
following the trail
of a white butterfly

a passerby
plays a merry tune
with his flute

dancing along
the buzzing bees

dusk deepens
our shadows lengthen
above the tall grass

Hifsa Ashraf/Milan Rajkumar



wallpaper roses
faded rouge
on wrinkled cheeks

Mary Arnold



missile attack . . .
but still she bakes Easter bread
in her ruined kitchen

third birthday
explosions and gunfire
at the girl’s window

hole in roof
the man shaves beside
a dud russian rocket

hope and resilience
the girl sings Let It Go
in a bunker

Myron Lysenko



cancer center
even the parking
limited time

refreshed
the scent of cherry blossom
handwash

Maurice Nevile



hiding money
where he'll never look
under his recliner

cell phone tower––
somehow the squirrel knows
to stay off it

three bean salad––
is there any hope
for you and me?

Robert Epstein



cherry blossoms . . .
which end of the bridge
did we agree to meet?

lonely child
the stars out
of his reach

collection plate
the small boy asks
for change

Cynthia Rowe
www.cynthiarowe.com.au

http://www.cynthiarowe.com.au/


Red Shift

pre-booked funeral
hard to decide
on eternity wear

a loose fit
for the expanding universe

event horizon
the worry of being
overdressed

black lace
a little spangled number
cut on the bias

eccentric dreams
about underwear

we’ll never
be ready
in time

Keith Evetts and Ann Smith



thunderstorm
the neighbour's opera
grows even louder

Bhawana Rathore



never up to date
with the news
parakeet

mediation over
the couple argues about
where to eat lunch

free spirits
inflation makes them more
costly

Jim Krotzman



another booster
this time my bandage
has rainbows

in between sessions
the therapist practices
breathwork

remembering too late
you’re not with me
carpool lane

Kerry J Heckman



sudden downpour
her chalk mermaid
starts to swim

baring most
of her tattoos . . .
heat wave

scattered leaves
she pretends she knows
the nurse's name

Nick Hoffman
@Nick_Hoffo

https://twitter.com/nick_hoffo?lang=en


A Need for Nourishment

Without warning a pleasant aroma pervades the air. Shoppers start
rushing to a counter in the frozen food section. The samples woman is
setting out paper cup-cake holders in readiness for the scampi. An
advertising poster stands on display beside the electric pan where
thawed prawns simmer in seafood sauce. She takes her time, chatting
warmly to different customers as if they are old friends while other
shoppers shuffle impatiently. The crustaceans were done five minutes
ago, but care must be taken and it’s nice to talk.

Now small portions of hot mixture are ladled over little bits of bread.

“Thank you for sampling,” she says.

The mass surges forward for the freebies then quickly disperses. At
the empty counter the woman's demeanour has changed. Is there
something behind that business-like face that might almost be taken
for loneliness?

trash can—
empty packets
of interaction

Hazel Hall



a new cherry-red
convertible . . .
riding lawnmower

heirloom seed
a part of me
is you

aliens traveling
at warp speed . . .
virus mutations

Valentina Ranaldi-Adams



the number on his forearm
every grandchild
erases another digit

Mike Fainzilber
@MFainzilber

https://twitter.com/mfainzilber


baby at the breast
in the garden a pumpkin
feeds on the sun

Eugeniusz Zacharski



hottest days
the neighbor wakes up
before the rooster

cicadas . . .
a single word
on a blank page

Daniela Misso



wind in my hair . . .
dreaming of the days
of cheap fuel

Wanda Amos



My Skin Remembers

mom’s urn
how much of me
is inside

dust and pollen
inhaled a long time ago

this pear
fallen off the tree
my fetus’s genetic test

unasked questions
a man in white gown
shrugs

the universe
between baby’s lips

learning to breastfeed
my skin still remembers
mom’s skin

Maya Daneva



raindrops
on a windscreen—
illegitimate children

Aishwarya Vedula



hanging on
the outhouse nail
election leaflets

revisiting
my boyhood home
a wrong turn

Keith Evetts



runaway cat—
a night on the doormat
with dignity

Krzysztof Kokot



the argument—
he admits he's wrong
to her perfect breasts

elevator etiquette . . .
pushing her buttons
top to bottom

fainting at the sound
of the f-word . . .
she misses the sunset

the med student
buying a used book
with no appendix

Carol Raisfeld



Jenny Fraser



a door in the forest—
finding myself
on the other side

Lafcadio



her long legs
get shorter and shorter
summer's end

hot chili sauce—
grandfather sings in the bathroom
a fight song

butcher's daughter
red as a watermelon . . .
the first confession

Mircea Moldovan



Eufemia Griffo



summer breeze
the crease
in a cowboy’s hat

Ronald Degler



the last time
I began to cry
dying starfish

Erin Castaldi



sneeze face
some things you can
never rehearse

woodsman
his smile inside the thicket
of his beard

for as long
as I can’t catch it
my interest in the moth

Tony Williams



crescent moons
waning through
bum rip jeans

Lorelyn De la Cruz Arevalo



a river
and its tributaries—
the backs of mum's hands

mum's cracked tea set
still too precious
for my dolls

Baisali Chatterjee Dutt
@bchattdutt

https://mobile.twitter.com/bchattdutt


bad knees a mindful of marathons

extreme heat
i stop in the shade
of the moon

wind song
the frictional moans
of old things

Sandi Pray



catching bubbles
in the fish pond
I float to the moon

stone angel
tilting her ear
toward birdsong

tossing a ball
back to a laughing boy—
dust devil

Kimberly Kuchar
@BlueIris5432

https://mobile.twitter.com/BlueIris5432


children's bike
the wind wears
a white dress

mud pies her opal hands

Adrian Bouter
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distant stars
the tinkling of her keys
in front of the door

Maria Concetta Conti



broken vase
her scars no longer
a secret

boiling kettle—
the urge to spill
all the thoughts

Christopher Calvin



playful toddler—
eyeing the world
from a cardboard box

childhood home—
some other boy daydreams
in my old room

A.J. Anwar



directionless
yet we both know a bar
is where night will end

her eyes tell me
she's a vampire
but her cross tattoo
hints she might be
going through a phase

Rp Verlaine



mined field
will the apple trees
bloom

Tsanka Shishkova



late night walk
my dating profile
attracting moths

Tomislav Sjekloća



Variations on a Theme

They line up in the community center, these young women refugees.
Who are eager to learn English. But who are not eager to talk about
what they left behind. Still, the teachers, all men, persist. Insist.
Demand. Tell us what it was like. Do you miss your husband? Did you
leave behind a boyfriend? Speak in English but don’t worry about
making mistakes. We are here to correct you. No need to thank us.

cold tea—
names of the war dead
glow on a screen

Roberta Beary
https://robertabeary.com/

https://robertabeary.com/


girls’ school garden
forbidden fruit
ripening

first butterflies
ungluing farfalle
from the saucepan

Irina Guliaeva



old vinyl . . .
a collage of moonlight
and remembrance

funeral procession
father's hearse passes
his boyhood home

Stephenie Story



masked again covid and wildfires raging

Scott Wiggerman



both parents were snakes cracked eggs

muddy grave
the falling rose petal
in a widow's eyes

day moon
regrets in slippers
under the bed

Bee Jay



writer’s block
not effective
at preventing this senryu

Douglas J. Lanzo



one date
between kisses
his cough

Claire Vogel Camargo



Landlord & I

loose tile . . .
a fresh fracas
with my landlord

landlord's daughter
her big provocations
in miniskirts

rent overdue
washing my car
washing my landlord's

kind landlord
a free ride to campus
and back

landlord's birthday
the mingled aroma
of two wives' soup

Adjei Agyei-Baah
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even in the genealogy
of the most eminent family
there is a monkey

Antonietta Losito



monsoon season
sheets of purple rain
gently folded

Eavonka Ettinger
@StormofCuteness

https://mobile.twitter.com/stormofcuteness


her small hands
cupped to collect raindrops
for her potted daisy

Cristina Povero



obituary
my high school sweetheart
who never knew she was

Bill Kenney
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7th inning stretch . . .
the time it takes
my knees to stiffen

Kim Klugh



out of a job
opulent afternoons
at the museum

wildflower cliffs
better perhaps
to remain unknown

branches flowering
with futures I didn’t pick
lost Junaluska

Ash Evan Lippert
wanderstruckreverie.wordpress.com

http://wanderstruckreverie.wordpress.com/


Senryu:  Poesy Sestina
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Apocalypso

wide gesture a sojourn of glasses

panoramic mind the horizon fills in

worry maroons in a chill oasis

oomph-shaped curves anointing normal

trust machines downshift the faithful

cartoon humans in dried-up drool

Peter Jastermsky



the lightning
of domestic violence
counting
the seconds
between fists

a break
in the barbed wire fence
the hole
I had to crawl through
to get out from under you

heartache the days lost counting cardinals

Susan Burch



summer of love
the

scent
of

her
mosquito repellent

street festival
the flash of breasts
and traffic lights

Kelly Moyer ‘Failed’ Editor
editor@failedhaiku.com

(all work copyrighted by the authors)
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